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 Wave Your Smart Phone and In Under 4 Seconds
You’ve Paid—It’s Fast, Easy and Booming.

New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED),
Is a $1.25 Stock That Could Hand You

One Of Your Biggest Gains Ever

I’m Calling New Media Insights, Inc., (NMED) At $1.25
a Share a Potential Game-Changer. It’s In The

Fast-Growing Mobile Payments Industry

Fellow Investor:

Just like the personal computer made the typewriter obsolete, mobile phones are replacing plastic
credit cards as the preferred method of payment.

This game-changer is happening right now. Everyone has a mobile phone and is using mobile apps.

The money that could be made is absolutely jaw-dropping.

Consider what the respected technology analyst enterprise, Gartner, predicts for this profound idea:
“We are forecasting a market worth $617 billion with 448 million users by 2016.”

This industry is absolutely immense—and its growth has
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“We Expect The Global Mobile
Transaction Volume To

Average 42% Annual Growth
Between 2011 and 2016 and
We’re Forecasting a Market
Worth $617 Billion With 448

Million Users By 2016.”

Gartner, The Respected Analyst Group

“The Launch Of Mobile
Payment Processing
Changed Everything.”

Tweak Your Business Publishing

This industry is absolutely immense—and its growth has
just started. And I found a $1.25-a-share company that I
believe has the potential to hand us truly extraordinary gains.

New Media
Insights,

Inc.
(NMED), At

$1.25 a
Share
Allows

Users To
Make

Quick, Easy
Mobile Payments In

a Way That Practically Makes
The Credit Card Industry Obsolete

Hello, my name is Andy Carpenter editor of The Wall Street Revelator.

My goal is to find undetected stocks that have a highly promising business that could propel their stock
into the stratosphere. I’m talking life-changing multiples of your money that let you retire sooner or
achieve the lifestyle you’ve always wanted.

THIS EARLY STAGE IS WHERE THE REAL MONEY
CAN BE MADE: YOU HAVE TO BE ABLE
TO MAKE A DECISION AND ACT ON IT

The greatest gains go to those who are able to recognize real value at the earliest stage and buy so
they don’t miss their opportunity.

I believe that this is especially true of New Media Insights,
Inc.(NMED) I’m not the only one who realizes the mobile
payments industry is on an explosive curve upwards and
fortunes could easily be made in the right stock.

The moment some sophisticated Wall Streeter with a high-
speed computer screen spots New Media Insights, Inc.
(NMED), it could rise very sharply. I’m a great believer in
buying a stock at the lowest price possible. That’s why I
advise you to buy some of their stock as soon as possible.

In this Special Report, I will tell you EXACTLY why this makes such good sense in my view.

NEW MEDIA INSIGHTS, INC. (NMED) SHINES.
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“More than half of smart
phone users use their phone
to make mobile payments.”

Mobile Payment Insider

NEW MEDIA INSIGHTS, INC. (NMED) SHINES.
Their Industry Is One Of The Most Exciting In America Today

Because It’s Changing The Way We Shop

I am genuinely excited about the prospects of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. The fact that it’s just
$1.25 is absolutely remarkable and MILLIONS ARE ALREADY USING THEIR MOBILE PHONES TO
MAKE PAYMENTS.

This is not a “let’s see if it works,” kind of industry. It’s working. With a projected 448 million global
users, I don’t have any concern about their robust industry. It’s exploding and the future looks even
brighter. It’s now making headlines…

ABC NEWS Says Mobile Is Taking Over: “Plastic
cards crammed into your billfold will soon find their
way onto your phone.”

CBS NEWS Reveals That Consumers Love
Mobile Payment: “What are the major benefits to
consumers? Ease of use.”

Business Insider Predicts An Explosion In
Growth: “Mobile payments are poised to explode with
the aggressive roll-out of Apps…”

Mobile Payment Insider Reveals It’s Getting Much Bigger: “Mobile continues to play an
increasingly important role as brands follow consumers onto smart phones.”

An investment in this field is like putting money in a personal computer maker decades ago and selling
the stock of a typewriter manufacturer. It’s that transformational.

I can’t overemphasize the importance of this in terms of finding a stock that
could hand you one of the largest gains you’ve ever enjoyed—the kind of profit
you read about the other guy making!

Most industries you don’t want to be in because they’re subject to intense
foreign competition or they sell based on price with no proprietary advantage.

That’s not true in the Mobile Payments industry. There is a virtual avalanche of
business out there and the future couldn’t be brighter. I’ve never seen anything
like this. Consider…

I Believe That New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) Is a Rare
$1.25 Stock In The Right Industry At The Right Time
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In a moment I’ll tell you more about the operations of New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED), but first I want
to applaud their expansion strategy that I think is right on target.

New Media Insights, Inc. Has a Strategy To Target Small
And Medium Size Businesses. That’s Smart Because

The Majority Of Companies Go After The Giants

You’ve heard the phrase, “you have to pick your spot.” This is also true in business. If you decide to
compete with major enterprises with unlimited money, you might want to think twice about that.

According to the U.S. Census, there are approximately 5.3 million small and medium-size businesses
in the U.S. New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED), has wisely chosen to go after this growing niche market.
That’s because many of these businesses want to aggressively add to this customer-friendly
capability to generate new sales.

One Of America’s Leading Experts
Speaking Highly Of This Strategy…
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Speaking Highly Of This Strategy…

Sandy Shen is the Research Director at Gartner, the highly
respected technology research firm that is known for
making accurate forecasts in the field of technology. Mr.
Shen comments on the idea of looking for niches in this
industry, the mobile payment industry.

“There will be a few global players that have the scale and
resources to serve large customers and the mass market
whose requirements can be readily satisfied by standard
solutions.”

“However, there will always be segments that cannot be
sufficiently served by the global players. The demand of these players can only be satisfied by local
players who can better understand the segment and have specific solutions to meet the unique
challenges.” In other words, small and medium size business need the help and guidance of a
company that caters specifically to them.

That’s EXACTLY Where New Media
Insights, Inc (NMED) Comes In

5.3 million small and medium-size enterprises in
America make an enormous market with a great deal of
money to spend. Above all, these businesses realize
that they have to quickly climb aboard this new way of
doing business or get left behind.

New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) offers important
business-building tools that are especially valuable
today. Here’s how New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED)
does it.

Their first step is to sign up local merchants who
become their “network.” This network is where the
mCard, their virtual “credit card,” will be accepted by the
merchant.

And there’s a powerful reason for merchants of all kinds
to sign up. It doesn’t cost them anything and they only
pay when a new customer visits their business and spends money.

Here’s why the mCard from New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) is so valuable to anyone in business
who takes credit cards for payment. Follow this and you’ll see exactly why, step-by-step.

Let’s Say You Own A 3-Store Chain. How Does New Media
Insights Help You Build Your Business In Exciting

New Ways That Convince You To Sign Up?

The first rule of success for any business: the customer experience has to be the easiest possible, or
guess what? Your competitors gain the edge.

New Media’s mCard appears on your customers’ smart phones. When they enter any one of your
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“Payments have been
growing at a break-neck

pace for some time.”

Unibul Merchant Services

4 Reasons Why This

Could Be ONE OF THE MOST
PROFITABLE STOCKS
YOU'VE EVER BOUGHT

New Media’s mCard appears on your customers’ smart phones. When they enter any one of your
stores, they have the ability to check out almost instantly. No more plastic cards to worry about. Easy
and convenient works, but that’s just the beginning benefit of having an mCard.

Money-Saving Benefits Others Can’t Match--
This Really Works…

Americans love bargains and saving money. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL confirms it when they
say, “Why pay full price? Stores give discounts, sneak peeks, and Secret Sales…” The public can’t
get enough of it. Above all, it’s a powerful incentive to buy something from your stores. Here’s how the
mCard does all this.

Your objective is to get customers in your stores and have
them spend as much as possible. The mCard systems lets
you offer your customer endless rewards, discounts and
incentives on a real-time basis.

Let’s say it’s Monday morning when business is normally
slow. You want to increase sales so you send all your
customers with the mCard a 10%-Off Coupon to their
smartphones good only for Monday morning.

They look at their e-mail on their smartphones and learn of the offer…and then stop by and take
advantage of your generosity. You get more sales, and there’s another incentive for you to do this.

Get Your New Customer To Come Back Again And Again…

Repeat business is the name of the game. Now that you’ve brought in a new customer, you want
them to come back. The mCard lets you create a loyalty program which is somewhat like the ones the
airlines have.

Your customer gets something for continually spending with
you. Perhaps it’s additional discounts, maybe another free

product past some sales goal, anything you believe the
customer might be interested in. The publication Payments
states, “For many businesses today, customer loyalty is the
ticket.”
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YOU'VE EVER BOUGHT

1. It’s one of the most
dynamic, fast-growing
industries in the world:
Consider the prediction of Gartner, one of

the most respected technology analyst

firms in the world. They see 448 million

mobile phone users worldwide doing

$617 billion in business with a 42%

growth rate out to 2016.

2. 5.2 million small and
medium size business
could use this service: The

U.S. Census Bureau says with 5.2 million

business with 20 or less employees. This

is a prime market New Media Insights,

Inc., (NMED) is shrewdly focusing on.

Most companies in the mobile payments

field are going after the bigger

enterprises.

3. The public embraces
this method of payment:
According to Digital Lifestyle Expert, “Get

rid of your wallet. The future of money is

here: Mobile Payments…” And it’s true!

People don’t like wallets. Consider: CBS

NEWS reveals that consumers love

mobile payment: “What are the major

benefits to consumers? Ease of use.”

4. At $1.25 a share, it’s
almost totally unknown:
Historically, it’s the early investors who

could make the most money. Most stocks

in this price range are not scrutinized the

way higher-priced ones are. It’s my

business to burn the midnight oil and find

what could be a huge winner. I believe

this enterprise could return jaw-dropping

gains.

ticket.”

Grow Even Bigger By Attracting New
Customers By Social Media…

It ALSO works for getting new customers. Potential buyers
are solicited by the many different forms of social media to
come by and save money on something you’re selling. This
local use of the Internet is a powerful form of marketing.

Here’s Another Big Benefit:
START SAVING MONEY

From Day One…

As a store owner, when you accept the standard plastic
credit card, you pay a fee that can range from 2% up to 6%.
That may not sound like much, but it is. Store owners
always complain about paying these fees, but until now,
there was nothing they could do.

ALL THAT HAS CHANGED. Now they can dump the credit
cards and save a substantial amount of money on each
transaction. The mCard is a lot less expensive. This is
probably one of the biggest reasons for a store owner to
sign up with New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) Tweak Your
Business Publishing says, “Mobile payments cut costs.”

Selected Companies In The Financial
Sector Have Gone Through The Roof.

Some People Emerged As a Millionaire—
Yet Very Few Ever Realize This!

Most people think of technology when it comes to finding
profitable stocks. Little do they know that a wide range of
financial service enterprises have made early retirement
possible for investors who were first in line to buy.

Diversified companies in the financial services sector
have the potential to hand you life-changing gains. I’m
always amazed how so few investors realize this
golden fact. Imagine getting in on a few of these…

$1.25 to $38—$10,000 turns into $304,000—AGF
Management, Ltd

$13 to $310--$10,000 turns into $238,461—

Blackrock, Inc

$1 to $17—$10,000 turns into $170,000—CNO
Financial Group

$3.50 to $23—$10,000 turns into $65,716—Clairvest
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“I Believe That New
Media Insights, Inc., (NMED)

At $1.25 a Share Could Be The
Buy Of The Century—But

You Can’t Wait.”

Andy Carpenter

“The Future Of Commerce.”

INC Magazine

$3.50 to $23—$10,000 turns into $65,716—Clairvest
Group, Inc.

$2.35 to $15—$10,000 turns into $63,829—American Capital, Ltd

$11 to $65—$10,000 turns into $59,000—StanCorp Financial Group, Inc.

All prices have adjusted for splits showing the value of an investment made at the low and then the
subsequent high.

The Public Wants Everything To Be EASIER TO DO. New Media Insights, Inc Makes Their Lives Very
Easy. Remember ATMS & Online Banking?

You may or may not remember when Bank ATMs were first
introduced. The chorus out there was saying they’ll never
work. Really? There are only 424,853 of them spread
across America today.

Online banking. That also wouldn’t work. Critics said people
don’t understand the Internet sufficiently. Wrong again.
Today, 55 million people are doing online banking. It’s big
and getting even bigger.

You get my point. The mobile payment industry has grown
so fast so quickly, I don’t hear the critics on this one. They
know this astonishing trend that is NOT going away. It
changes the rules of the game like never before.

The bottomline is simple—and this proves it. People are addicted to convenience, and once they’re
introduced to it, they NEVER GO BACK. Welcome to the mobile payments era. Consider…

Mobile Payments Insider Reports It’s Booming: “The mobile payments
marketplace has exploded in recent years…”

Digital Lifestyle Expert Reports It’s a Huge New Wave: “Get rid of your
wallet. The future of money is here: Mobile Payments…”

Cell Mobile Says Small Business Saves Big Money: “Small business may
be the catalyst of mobile payments—one simple reason is that m-payments are

a much smaller payment than credit cards…”

Fast Casual States Credit Cards Are
Going Away: “The future of marketing

lies in mobile payments…”

Unibul Merchant Services Reports
That Smart Phones Are Soaring: “The
increase of the mobile payments volume

is driven primarily by the explosive growth of smart phones.”

New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) is exactly the kind of company I specialize in finding for the
subscribers of my publication, the Wall Street Revelator. Simply go to
www.WallStreetRevelator.com for your FREE TRIAL Subscription.

Timing Is The Key To This Remarkable Investment.

http://www.wallstreetrevelator.com/
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Meet Andrew Carpenter: One
Of America’s Acknowledged

Financial Experts

As editor of the Wall

Street Revelator,

Andrew Carpenter

brings more than two

decades of successful

global investing and

research to the job each

day. Andy is a former journalist and

business writer for such notable

newspapers as The Boston Globe and

The Washington Times. Andrew is also

the editor of the highly respected

publication, The China Club and Asia

Business & Investing newsletter.

His advice and guidance have been

chronicled in The Wall Street Journal,

USA Today, The Business Journals and

Investor’s Daily Edge. He was the first

American to lead U.S. investors into

China’s Hainan Province. With the Wall

Street Revelator, he now focuses his well-

honed research skills on find medium-

risk high-reward opportunities. During

recent years Andy’s readers booked

notable for winners such as these:

CoscoSingapore(CSCMY) +562%

EasyLink Solutions(ESYL) +3,725%

Chia Shin Cement(0669.HK) +430%

General Steel Holdings(GSI) +670%

Lingo Media (LMDCF) +141%

China Natural Gas(CHNG) +452%

Yanzhou Coal Mining (YZC) +490%

Starbucks (SBUX) +411%

Timing Is The Key To This Remarkable Investment.
When The Public Finds Out What You Now Know, It Could

Easily Soar In Price. Look At The Industry Growth!

I’m not the only one out there scouring the marketing for the
next polished gem that’s managed to escape detection by
the analysts. One rule, and I’ve seen again and again is this:
when a company proves itself, interest in it quadruples.

Already, many on Wall Street are aware of the huge money-
making potential this field has. This alone increases
awareness because it’s where the smart people start
looking.

With headlines like these out there, you can be sure many
are burning the midnight oil in search of the next investment
that could hand them a ten-fold gain once they find a stock
they believe has the potential to go up that much.

My advice? You shouldn’t wait. By the time the average
analyst feels “comfortable” about any stock that I'd predict, a
large portion of the profit is probably gone.

Everyone knows about it, the company has already been in
the headlines and you could be paying a super high price.
That’s not what Wall Street is all about to me.

You should be looking for life-changing stocks where you
can start off buying a small amount and then later increase
your position as it meets your expectations. You’d be
surprised at how profitable this could be.

You Want To Get In At The LOWEST
PRICE POSSIBLE. I Never Like To

Buy Stocks That Have Gone Up
Substantially. This One Could

Explode At Any Moment

At the time of this writing, New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED)
is just $1.25 a share. In my judgment, that is a remarkably
low price to pay for a stock in an industry that could so
dominate the future.

Is there anyone out there who believes we’re going back to
plastic credit cards? Of course not. The future has arrived

and it’s called mobile payments and the mCard. This is what
I would think about doing. Like I mentioned, buy an amount
of New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED), that you’re comfortable
with so you won’t miss it. You can always pick up more later
if you choose.
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Starbucks (SBUX) +411%

China Automotive (CAAS) +350%Think about the facts of this industry. Look at its growth. It’s
only going to get bigger because the advantages for both
merchants and customers are overwhelming.

My strong recommendation is this: call your discount broker
today. I am convinced that you will look back at this
opportunity and be very grateful that you acted promptly to
get in on the ground-floor. Don’t wait. Do it today or else you
could miss out!

Sincerely Yours,

Andrew Carpenter
Editor, The Wall Street Revelator

 

 

P.S. An entire industry is being transformed. CREDIT CARDS ARE DOOMED. Gartner, a
leading technology analyst firm predicts mobile pay will grow 42% a year to 2016. Industry
volume is estimated to hit $617 billion in sales soon.

At $1.25 a share, New Media Insights, Inc. (NMED) could easily be the winner that hands
you one of the largest gains you’ve ever made. NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT, BEFORE IT’S
DISCOVERED.

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This stock profile should be viewed as a paid advertisement. The publisher, The Wall Street Revelator,

understands that in an effort to enhance public awareness of New Media Insights and its securities through the distribution of this advertisement,

CTSV Investments paid all of the costs associated with creating, printing and distribution of this advertisement which are estimated to be

approximately $400,000. The publisher was paid the sum of $10,000 for its contributions. If successful, this advertisement will increase investor and

market awareness, which may result in increased numbers of shareholders owning and trading the common stock of New Media Insights, increased

trading volumes, and possibly increased share price of the common stock of New Media Insights. The publisher understands that CTSV Investments

owns 1 mill ion shares of New Media Insights common stock and has warrants to purchase an additional 1 mill ion shares at a price of $1.00 per share.

Readers should understand and consider that CTSV Investments may sell some or all of those shares before, during or after the period in which this

advertisement is being distributed. The publisher does not control or have any direct or indirect influence over CTSV Investments or its shares. The

publisher may receive revenue, the amount of which cannot be determined to any degree of certainty, from sales of the accompanying offer for

newsletter subscriptions. This publication is not, and should not be construed to be, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This

publication, its publisher, and its editor do not purport to provide a complete analysis of any company’s financial position. The publisher and editor

are not, and do not purport to be, broker-dealers or registered investment advisors. Any investment should be made only after consulting a

professional investment advisor and only after reviewing the financial statements and other pertinent corporate information about the company.

Further, readers are advised to read and carefully consider the Risk Factors identified and discussed in the advertised company’s SEC fil ings. Investing

in securities, particularly micro cap securities such as New Media Insights, is speculative and carries a high degree of risk. Past performance does not

guarantee future results. This publication is based exclusively on information generally available to the public and does not contain any material,

non-public information. The information on which it is based is believed to be reliable. Nevertheless, the publisher cannot guarantee the accuracy or

completeness of the information. This publication contains forward-looking statements, including statements regarding expected continual growth of

the featured company and/or industry. The publisher notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other

than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual

results to differ include the size and growth of the market for the company’s products and services, the company’s abil ity to fund its capital

requirements in the near term and long term, pricing pressures, etc. The Wall Street Revelator is a trademark of Andrew Carpenter. All other

trademarks used in this publication are the property of their respective trademark holders. The Wall Street Revelator and Andrew Carpenter are not

affi l iated, connected, or associated with, and are not sponsored, approved, or originated by, the trademark holders unless otherwise stated. No claim

is made by The Wall Street Revelator or Andrew Carpenter to any rights in any third-party trademarks.
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